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Data is vital to business. It’s central to running operations, 

making decisions, predicting outcomes, and competing 

effectively. When access to data is reliable, timely, and  

accurate, businesses run smoothly. 

But sometimes, there’s a hitch. As data moves from source 

to destination across complex data landscapes, incidents 

can occur that impact reliable service, timely performance, 

and accurate data. For example, server failures, resource 

saturation, or unplanned outages can impact data delivery 

and reliability. High user traffic can slow queries and cause 

bottlenecks. And transformation errors, along with schema 

or data drift, can introduce poor data quality.

When data pipelines misbehave, the impact can be  

widespread and costly. Data outages can shut down  

revenue-generating activities, damage reputation, and lower 

productivity. Unreliable delivery of untrustworthy data can 

negatively affect decision-making and create substantial 

costs associated with detecting and resolving issues, not to 

mention potential damage to the data assets themselves. 

What’s become increasingly clear is that IT departments 

and data teams can no longer operate in the dark. They   

require data observability technology that provides 

comprehensive visibility into data processing, data pipeline 

performance, and quality of data that is delivered to  

applications and users.

What is Data Observability?

Observability has its roots in control theory, an interdisciplinary 

branch of engineering and mathematics that deals with  

the control of dynamic systems. At its simplest, control 

theory suggests that to control a complex system, one must 

be able to observe it to ensure that desired results  

are achieved.

Data observability provides full visibility into the complexity 

of modern data systems and helps practitioners observe 

how data interoperates with technology to support busi-

ness requirements and strategy. True data observability 

is multidimensional and provides comprehensive visibility 

into the data, data processing, and data pipelines that 

orchestrate the movement and transformation of data, 

from ingestion to consumption, for data at rest and data in 

motion. But visibility is just the first step. Data observability 

technology not only notifies IT and data teams when issues 

occur, it helps them predict and prevent issues before they 

cause outages or impact the business. And when issues 

occur, data observability technology can help to quickly 

identify the root cause and automate resolution to expedite 

recovery and minimize costs and financial damage.

Data observability works by monitoring data, data processes, 

and data sources as it flows through complex data pipelines. 

Before data is ingested into a system, data teams define 
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metrics to be observed at the data, pipeline, and  

infrastructure levels. As data flows through the pipeline, 

data observability uses machine learning, advanced  

analytics, and AI to monitor and correlate thousands of 

events across all layers. It compares the current state of the 

data and data systems against the desired states. When 

desired states aren’t achieved, data observability technology 

provides feedback, so that IT and data teams can regain 

system control to ensure that trustworthy data is delivered 

in a timely manner to meet business needs.

Data observability helps teams monitor, manage and improve 

data pipelines in the cloud or on-premises. It predicts, prevents, 

and resolves issues quickly and automates data engineering 

tasks to help IT organizations improve infrastructure reliability, 

pipeline performance, and data quality.

Why Do Enterprises Need Data  
Observability Solutions?

Data observability came into existence as modern data 

architectures became more complex. Today’s modern data 

landscape consists of many data sources and destinations 

-- databases to serve mission-critical applications, data 

warehouses to facilitate decision making, data lakes to  

uncover value from big data, event stream processors 

to analyze data in motion, and cloud data management 

systems to ease scalability and costs. Data pipelines also 

evolved. Simple data pipelines still exist where a single  

extract-transform-load (ETL) process is used to extract 

data from one or more OLTP (online transactional processing) 

databases into a staging area; transform the structure of 

the data into a relational format to optimize SQL queries, 

and load results into an OLAP (online analytical processing) 

data warehouse to facilitate analysis and decision making.

Nevertheless, more sophisticated data pipelines are 

increasingly required to address new use cases, different 

data types, and technology enhancements. Data engineers 

now build data pipelines that ingest different data types 

(i.e., structured, unstructured, semi-structured, and raw) 

from different data sources (e.g., SaaS applications, social 

media, Web logs, and IoT sensors). New transformation 

processes exist, such as extract-load-transform (ELT), 

enabling data to be loaded directly into elastic and  

scalable destinations (e.g., cloud data lakes, NoSQL  

clusters, and NoSQL databases) to transform only the  

data needed to support real-time analytics, data  

exploration, machine learning models, data visualizations, 

and complex queries. 

Data generated in one source system may feed multiple data 

pipelines, and those pipelines may feed other pipelines or 

applications that depend on their output. As data flows from 

one process to another, it’s continually being transformed. 

The ability to assess data quality at any point in  

the process is required to prevent schema or data drift  

from source to destination. Data observability shines with  

its ability to provide multidimensional visibility across  

interconnected infrastructure, pipeline, and data layers.

Who Uses Data Observability Solutions?
The process of observing data across a modern data 
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“We partnered with Acceldata while we were on Hadoop. As we re-platformed, Acceldata enabled 
us with deep technical insights and allowed us to modernize seamlessly. We are expanding the 
use of Acceldata across our data ecosystem for observability at GE’s scale and complexity.” 

- Diwakar Goel, Chief Data Officer and VP, GE Digital



environment is shared by many people in an organization, 

including, but not limited to: 

(>)  Data engineers responsible for gathering and preparing 

raw data for analysis, which may include tasks such as 

acquiring data sets, maintaining data pipelines, manag-

ing data lakes and warehouses, transforming data into 

useful information, and ensuring compliance with data 

governance and security policies

(>)  IT professionals responsible for managing infrastructure 

including hardware reliability, network performance;  

compute processing power and memory, storage capacity, 

application availability and so on 

(>)  System resource engineers (SREs) responsible for 

managing cloud systems and processes

(>)  Data architects responsible for aligning business and   

technical requirements

(>)  Data quality managers responsible for managing data 

quality and processes to ensure accurate data

(>)  Data scientists responsible for turning raw data into 

valuable information using machine learning algorithms, 

advanced analytics and visualization

(>)  Data analysts responsible for delivering business  

intelligence by querying data to create dashboards  

and analytical reports.

By leveraging an end-to-end data observability solution, 

data teams can improve data availability, data pipeline  

performance, and data quality.
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As complex enterprise  
data systems are deployed  
into production at a higher  
velocity than ever before,  
Data Observability—the  
ability to comprehensively 
monitor and understand how 
famously opaque data systems 
function and perform across 
the infrastructure, application,  
and data layers—will be  
absolutely critical for  
companies which seek to 
transform themselves  
into data-driven enterprises 
that can compete in a  
modern economy.



The Acceldata Data Observability Platform helps data 

teams observe, operate, and optimize modern data  

systems by providing deep visibility into data processing 

power, data pipeline performance, and data quality across 

modern data landscapes.

The Acceldata Data Observability Platform provides  

multidimensional data observability to all connected data 

regardless of source, technology, location, or cloud  

platform. It leverages AI and machine learning to develop 

context, learn, and optimize visibility and predictive  

capabilities over time. Not only can the platform monitor 

individual system components, but it correlates signals 

across the multidimensional layers to understand the 

interactions between data, users, and applications.This 

enables IT and data teams to ensure that the data, along 

with underlying processes and systems, are optimized for 

performance, scalability, and cost.

Unlike competitors, the Accledata Data Observability 

Platform offers several tools that operate as one integrated 

data observability solution as shown in Figure 1. The plat-

form provides a common user interface across all products 

to increase productivity. An IT organization can start with 

one tool to get up and running quickly to address the most 

pressing business issues. Or they can install and use all 

Introducing Acceldata Data Observability Platform

Figure 1: Acceldata Data Observability Platform
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tools simultaneously to reduce complexity, scale effectively, 

and improve business outcomes even further. 

The Acceldata Data Observability Platform includes:

Acceldata Pulse: Observe data processing across a hybrid 

data environment against key performance metrics to 

prevent data downtime, scale effectively to support growth 

and innovation, and optimize resources to lower costs. 

Acceldata Torch: Observe data reliability against policies 

as it moves through complex data pipelines to improve data 

discoverability and consumption, increase trust in data, and 

improve data reliability.

The Acceldata Data Observability Platform works well  

with existing systems, data sources, and tools as it is 

cloud-provider and infrastructure agnostic. This helps IT 

organizations leverage existing investments, while gaining 

visibility into the full potential of their enterprise data.

Acceldata Pulse: Observe Hybrid Data  
Environments to Optimize Reliability,  
Performance and Cost

Acceldata Pulse is a data observability tool that provides 

full visibility into the infrastructure and compute power of 

a hybrid data environment. With Pulse, data teams define 

metrics to measure server and node reliability, network  

services bandwidth, distributed computing processing 

power, query performance, resource utilization, and delivery 

service performance for analytic and AI applications. Data 

teams use Acceldata Pulse to monitor system health,  

including stability, scalability, load, responsiveness, and cost.

When an anomaly occurs or a threshold is exceeded, Pulse 

alerts data teams and recommends ways to quickly fix

 problems, trend analysis to predict issues, event correla-

tion to pinpoint root causes, and automated resolution to 

prevent recurrences. Capabilities such as workload  

analysis, cost planning, and simulation modeling assist  

data teams in scaling effectively, optimizing resources,  

and controlling costs. For more information, see the  

Acceldata Pulse Solution in Detail.

Acceldata Torch: Observe Data Flow through 
Data Pipelines to Optimize Data Reliability, 
Quality and Use 

Acceldata Torch is a data observability tool that provides 

visibility into the availability, reliability and quality of data 

that flows through complex data pipelines. Torch helps 

increase trust in data by monitoring data against user- 

defined policies defined for data quality, reconciliation,  

data drift and schema drift. If rules are broken, Torch au-

tomates alerts and provides AI-based recommendations 

to help data teams reduce data  corruption and process 

breakdowns. 

Torch also monitors the reliability and efficiency of data 

pipelines themselves. A software development kit (SDK) 

helps programmers integrate Torch with existing workflow 

solutions to  programmatically monitor data pipelines,  

gather information about events, and deliver insights to 

other team members. And because Torch integrates  

directly with Acceldata Pulse, it makes data pipelines aware 

of the underlying data and data sources that support them. 

When performance slows, data teams can use Pulse to find 

processing power, resource utilization, or capacity issues. 

When data quality is affected, data teams can use Torch to 

track data lineage and trace errors back to the root cause  

in either a data analytics or machine learning process. 

In addition, Torch helps data teams discover assets resid-

ing in large data lakes, NoSQL stores, or data warehouses. 

Capabilities such as search, filter, and annotation allow data 

analysts, data engineers, and data scientists to tag and 

explore data for use in real-time analytics, complex queries, 

or machine learning workloads. For more information, see 

the Acceldata Torch Solution Brief.
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Putting It All Together

The Acceldata Data Observability Platform delivers  

capabilities that help data teams improve modern data 

platform reliability, scale, and efficiency. IT departments  

and data teams use the platform to stabilize and scale  

modern data landscapes to ensure reliable, on-time delivery 

of high-quality data that powers modern business processes. 

By aligning data initiatives and business strategies,  

Acceldata Data Observability helps enterprises  achieve 

operational excellence, innovation agility, and higher returns 

on data investments. 

Get a demo
Get a personalized demo here.
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Acceldata Performance 
Benefits
(>)  Improve visibility across your distributed  

data platform 

(>)  Increase data reliability and eliminate  

data downtime

(>)  Optimize performance of data-driven  

business operations

(>)  Scale efficiently to support the growth  

and innovation

(>)  Optimize resources to increase return on  

investment

(>)  Reduce IT costs while still meeting SLAs


